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3 3 - L-brackets ( A )                   

1 1 - Flat bracket ( B )                

8 8 - Channel nuts ( C )             

1 1 - 46" support ( D )

1 1 - 19 1/2" support  ( E )

3 3 - Legs ( F )

1 Plus nut compression tool

6 5/16" Plus nut

6 5/16 x 1 1/2" Hex bolt

1 5/16 x 2" Hex bolt

6 5/16 x 1 1/4" Fender washer

3 1/4-20 x 5/8" Hex bolt

3 1/4 x 1" Fender washer

3 1/4" Lock washer

8 3/8 x 1" Hex bolt

8 3/8" x 1" Washers

Power impact driver

Power Drill

9/16" Open end wrench                  

1/2" socket/ratchet

7/16" socket/ratchet

Small phillips screw driver

1/8" drill bit

1/2" drill bit

Congratulations!  You now own the finest secure cargo bed storage system on today's market.  Enjoy the confidence you'll 

experience when traveling with your valuables safely locked in your TruckVault.

Installation Instructions: Materials Included:

Chevrolet Impala

Personnel Required: Two (2) people

Tools Required:
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Open the TruckVault drawers just far enough to reach in and unscrew the rubber stoppers attached to the underside of the top. Now 

completely remove the drawers and set aside.  To remove drawers with slides, pull out far enough to expose the black slide locks on 

each side.  Lift up on the slide locks and pull the drawer completely out.                                                       

Assemble Mounting frame.  See the drawing below to build the mounting frame before placing it in the vehicle.

Slide the channel nuts into the channel from the end or insert them in the middle of the channel and using your thumb; spin the 

channel nut to lock into place.

Attach the back Leg ( F ) to the back support ( E ).  Center the back support ( E ) on front support ( D ).  Be sure the through hole is 

toward the back of the bracket.
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10 Insert Plus-Nut in the 1/2" drilled hole 11 Attach 5/16" fender washer & flare tool onto 2" bolt and thread 

into Plus-Nut

12 N-CHIMPN1- 13 Remove bolt, washer, and flare tool

Remove the spare tire cover from the trunk of the vehicle.  Set the bracket assembly into the trunk area as shown.

Carefully place the Vault on the bracket assembly.  Look underneath and align the holes in the bottom of the Vault with the holes in 

the bracket.  Position the Vault and bracket assembly as far back as possible.  The Vault needs to be square in the trunk so the 

drawer will pull out straight. 

With a pen; mark the hole locations in the bottom of the legs ( F ).  Remove the Vault and bracket assembly.

Carefully check underneath the vehicle to make sure there is nothing below the marked holes of the legs; such as wiring, gas tank, 

spare tire, etc. Drill an 1/8" pilot hole in the center of the marked location in the floor of the cargo area.

 Remove Vault from cargo area and drill a 1/2" hole in where the 1/8" pilot hole was drilled.

WASHER

FLARE TOOL
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15 Install the TruckVault onto the bracket assembly.  Align the 

holes on the bottom of the Vault and the holes in the top of the 

bracket.  Install the 1/4-20 X 5/8" Hex bolts, 1/4" fender 

washers, & lock washers through the top of the bracket and 

into the bottom of the Vault.  You may need to loosen the 

connecting bracket bolts to help align the bolts to the Vault.  

Tighten all bolts when Vault is secured to the bracket.

16 Replace the spare tire cover into the trunk.  You may have to 

trim the cover to fit around the brackets or fold excess carpet 

underneath.

17 Reinstall drawer & anti break-in brackets by reversing the 

procedure in step 1.

Re-Install the bracket assembly using the 5/16 x 1 1/2" hex bolts & 5/16" fender washer.  Tighten all bolts to the floor of the trunk 

area.
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